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About Us
A

INU Swap is a platform for the future of funding that is built on
top of the Binance smart chain. It accelerates growth of start-up
companies by offering tools and services that save both time and
resources.
TOKEN OVERVIEW
AINU SWAP TOKEN

BLOCKCHAIN: Binance smartchain.

TOTAL SUPPLY: 1
Billion.

Symbol: AST

Decimal: 9

AINU TOKENOMICS
Total Locked 400 Million
Total burn 200 Million
Airdrop 5 Million

Market & Listing 275 Million.
Team 20 Million.
Presale 100 Million
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Pre-Sale Details

Cost of one taken AST = 0.005$

Term of token sales =Two days with the
possibility of automatic early completion in
pursuing the final Goal of presale.

Expanded goals after start pre-sale= Total
Impossible

Token to be locked = 400,000,000

Total token to Term of token sales=Two
days with the possibility of an automatic
early completion in pursuing the final
goal of presale.be burned = 200,000,000

Secured ways to purchase token = Bnb& Busd.
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Use Case
AINU WALLET
Ainu wallet- will be a digital assets
wallet for crypto currencies. An appbased and browser extension, used to
interact with smart chain Blockchain. It
will allow users to send, receive, and
store multiple digital assets. The app
will be accessed on both IOS and
Android devices with highy intuitive
and user-friendly. It will secure your
assets with private keys, mnemonic
phrases
and
more.

AINU SWAP DEX
Ainu Swap Dex, will be a decentralized
exchange that allow direct peer to peer crypto
currency transaction to take place online
securely without the need for an intermediary.
The unique of Ainu Swap Dex Will be on the
transaction fees, it will use low fees compare to
other exchange during transaction and with
highest speed of transactions.

Ainu Gaming & Casino Platform
A

inu swap gaming and casino
platform is a hassle free solution
for creating a fast and fully
functioning online casino with a
comprehensive gambling software
package, seamless integration and a
fast access to the best online games.
It is possible to choose our core
products and then gradually diversify
the portfolio on the same i gaming
platform.
•

Platform Features.

Ainu swap gaming and casino platform
provides operators a powerful tool for
investigating players’ activities and
optimising the performance of your
online casino. All the necessary
monitoring and management tools are
provided, including segmentation

tools, advanced reporting, payment and security
all in one place.
In addition to that, you can get key statistics on
every gamer, customisable loyalty and bonus
systems, insightful analytics with transaction and
business reports.

With Ainu Gaming combining smart contract
based contests with the state of the art game
play. We are committed to transitioning the
blockchain gaming industry into the modern
gaming era. With multiplayer competitive
platform bring esports tournaments and real
cash and crypto prizes to players, boosting
games success.

ainuswap.com
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AINU E- Commerce.
I

t will be a
platform that
will be
launched for
the sale of a wide range of products using the
payment of Ainu Swap Token currency.
Ainu swap token will introduce electronic
commerce to allow community to have access
of buying and selling goods or services
through Business to Business (B2B),
Business to customer (B2C), Customer to
Customer (C2C), and Customer to Business
(C2B). That means AINU swap Token will link
those groups via AINU E-commerce.
Our major aim was to minimize cost and
provide efficient product and service at a right
time in such a way to reduce the cost of
create process, distribute, retrieve and
manage the paper based information by
digitizing the information.

Ainu swap token members will enjoy the
benefits and commission obtained from this
part of project soon after launched.
•

Why should you choose Ainu Ecommerce?

With the increasing use of the Internet and its
popularity among all segments of the
population, e-commerce is the way to go for
almost all businesses. Creating online
presence means that the business owner or
company can reach potential customers and
expand business operations, gaining the
necessary authority in the market. It is almost
impossible for a company to compete in a
highly competitive business world if it does not
have a strong online presence, which is the
essence of e business. Various and large
companies have used ecommerce to boost
sales by listing their services and products
online, where users can view and query, as
well as order orders at the click of a computer
button.
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AINU NFT MARKET PLACE
With Ainu swap dex everyone can sell, buy and hold Non Fungible Token (NFT). We will have a long-term
cooperation with well-known companies and institutions around the world to promote the development of
the NFT ecosystem.

AINU Tour Camp
Today the world has become a global village AINU Swap token will bring people of different places together.
The physical boundaries are becoming non-existent. In this situation AINU tour camp can expose people to
life style of others and this broadens their horizon.
Ainu tour camp will be conducted once per year and the following criteria’s will be considered for a member
to be awarded Full ticket that will cover all expenditure during Ainu tour camp.
•

Member must attend pre sale and buy not less
than 20,000 AST.

•

Member must stake not less than 50,000 AST.

•

Member must be AST Ambassador with active
community with not less than 2000 members.

•

Member must be active and attend AST
community tasks.

NB: PRIVILEGE MEMBER Top 50 holders of AST
will be granted a
chance to attend AINU tour
camp regardless of above criteria’s.
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AINU ROADMAP.
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Disclaimer
This document is created by the anonymous development team behind Ainu swap token. This
document to be used exclusively for educational and informational purposes.The contents in this
whitepaper are not a financial promotion or preposition. Statements, observations, analysis, and
other data present in document are not intended to form a foundation for an investment decision.
None of the contents of this whitepaper constitute an invitation to participate in any investment
activity. This document is not to be understood as a prospect for business, solicitation of
investment, inducement, or offer for an investment in a financial product, security, interest, or
assets. The information in this whitepaper is presented in good faith, but no warranties,
guarantees, or representations are made by the Ainu swap token Team in regards to the
accuracy, completeness, or suitability of the information within. AST disclaims any and all
responsibility, and recipients ofthis document expressly waive any claim
for director indirect losses or damages of any kind arising from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reliance on any information in this document.
Any error, omission, or inaccuracy in the information.
Any action resulting from reading this whitepaper.
Usage or acquisition of Ainu swap token Applications or products.
Negligence of the recipient.
Lack of care of the recipient.

Ainu swap token reserves the right to update, modify, or correct information in this white paper at
its sole discretion, without any forward notice or an obligation or liability to provide such notice to
any recipient of the document. This document is confidential and intended to be viewed
exclusively by select recipients authorized by Ainu swap token. The document will not bind,
convey any rights, obligations, terms, performance, covenants, representations or warranties on
behalf of Ainu swap token to the Recipient, or create any relationship between Ainu swap token
and any Recipient or any other third party.
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